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Recently there have been studies about using multi-
ple operators in a genetic algorithm (GA) [1, 2]. It
is important to determine appropriate operator prob-
abilities in such a GA in order to achieve synergy of
multiple operators. In this paper, we investigated var-
ious strategies in determining the operator probabil-
ities in a GA with multiple crossover operators. We
say that the crossovers have synergy if a combination
of multiple crossovers performs better than the best
one among them.

Given k di�erent crossover operators X1; X2; :::; Xk,
let Ci be the probability of applying Xi. Then, we can
denote a combination of k di�erent crossovers by C1X1

+ C2X2 + ... + CkXk (where
Pk

i=1
Ci = 1). In this

paper, we study instances with k = 2 or 3. We used
four strategies to determine operators' probabilities.
Strategy 1 adaptively assigns an operator probability
to each crossover according to the occupancy rate of
the solutions generated by the crossover in the popu-
lation. With a population of size N , let the number
of the solutions that were generated by each crossover
be ni, i = 1; 2; :::; k (

Pk

i=1
ni = N). Then Ci becomes

ni=N . Strategy 2 is the opposite of Strategy 1. Strat-
egy 3 maintains an occupancy rate for each crossover
as close as possible to 1=k. Strategy 4 maintains op-
erator probabilities of all crossover operators with an
expected rate 1=k regardless of the occupancy rates.

We tested with the traveling salesman problem
(TSP) and used a steady-state hybrid GA with Lin-
Kernighan algorithm. We chose three crossover op-
erators (5-point, uniform, and cycle crossover) that
are expected to a�ord signi�cantly di�erent search
styles one another. We used TSP instances in the
TSPLIB951 benchmark suite. We �rst measured the
performance of each crossover separately. Next we
chose two di�erent crossovers out of the three and
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combined them. Three pairs of crossovers are possi-
ble. Lastly we combined all of the three crossovers.
We examined the performance of the four strategies
described above for all these combinations.

Table 1: Synergy-E�ect Occurrences and Qualities

Graphs 1 2 3 4

rat575 1(1) 1(1) 2(2) 2(2)
att532 4(1) 3(1) 3(1) 4(1)
gr666 3(3) 0(0) 0(0) 1(1)

Total 8(5) 4(2) 5(3) 7(4)

Table 1 summarizes the experimental results. The Col-
umn \Graphs" has the instance names and the num-
bers in the title row indicate the strategies. Each ele-
ment in the table is in the form \x(y)" where x is the
number of synergy occurrences and y is the number of
cases that the corresponding strategy performed best
among the four strategies. Through the experiments,
we could observe that the synergy e�ects depend much
on the types of combinations, the strategies, and the
instances. A notable phenomenon is that synergy ef-
fects usually came with running-time reduction. On
the whole, Strategy 1 showed the strongest synergy
and the other strategies also produced synergy e�ects
in around 33% of the test cases.

In summary, combiningmultiple crossover operators in
a GA did show synergy and relevant studies are widely
open.
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